
5th grade – English Language Test

Read  the  text  below  and  circle  the  correct
answer.

Dear Grigor,

I’m  so  happy  that  your  two  sisters  from
England  are  going  to  study  at  my  school  in
Plovdiv  in  April.  I  remember  their  smart
phones  with  games  and  animated  reading
lessons. Last year we were so happy singing a
British  song  and  listening  to  their  digital
presentation.  I’m  sure  the  twin  sisters  are
going to enjoy visiting our new gym and the
school library, too.

I’m  sending  you  a  photo  of  our  fitness
teachers. They teach different sports and are
wearing fashionable shoes and clothes.  They
are  team  leaders  and  thanks  to  their  hard
work  the  school  is  going  to  have  an  indoor
tennis court next year.  

The  school  library  has  got  new  bookshelves
and  some  magazines.  Our  teachers  spend
hours  growing  beautiful  plants  and  flower
pots. We learn how to help them and develop
our favorite hobbies. We often play basketball,
football  and  volleyball.  We  have  got  a
multimedia  board  in  our  classroom.  I  am
school  friends  with  my  neighbors  Jamie  and
Roy.  They both listen to  music  a  lot.  Not  all
students like mathematics but we create hip
hop  and  rap  music  together.  During  the
weekend we go to the cinema. 

Don’t  worry  about  food.  Our  school  offers
pizza and energy drinks. The teachers’ favorite
food is fish and chips. Jamie and Roy often buy
fruit  and ice-cream.  I  love chocolate  but  my
family’s dentist hates it! 

I’m sure you will like our new projects.

Best wishes,

Hristo

Questions

1. Last year

the students sang a British song. 

the Math teacher wrote a song.

the parents were singing. 

2. The twin sisters 

come from England

are Grigor’s neighbors

are going to study in Sofia

3. The fitness teachers

are not team leaders

wear fashionable shoes

are not helpful 

4. The school has got

a library

an indoor tennis court

a tiny yard

5. The multimedia board …

displays a slide of old buildings

presents videos in English

no information in the text

6. Jamie and Roy both listen to 

arts and crafts lectures

music

audio books

7. During the weekend the students

go to the cinema



study foreign languages

visit their grandparents  

8. Jamie and Roy often buy

fruit and ice-cream

fish and chips

soda and popcorn

II. Circle the correct answer.

(9) I bought this sweater yesterday, it’s ……….

me

my

mine

10. There aren’t .......... students in the gym. 

 a

some

any

11. My .......... bike is badly broken.

neighbor

neighbor’s

neighbors’s

12. .......... Russian?

Does Roy speaks

Does Roy speak

Do Roy speak

13.  Jamie  heard  the  county  news  while
she .......... dinner with her grandparents.

has

was having

is having

14.  Look.  The  sun  is  shining.  Jamie  and
Roy  .......... take a pullover.

don’t have to

doesn’t has to

doesn’t have to

15.  The  math  teacher  ..........  to  the  concert
yesterday. He was out of town.

didn’t go

doesn’t go

didn’t went

16. Bill always .......... to the swimming pool in
the afternoon.

is going

go

goes

17.  My  best  friend  draws  comic  books.
He .......... be a designer.

going to

are going to

is going to


